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Magnetization vectors of seamounts and ediﬁces in the West Philippine Sea were determined with a direct
searching method in the space domain using the topography and magnetic anomaly data at the sea surface. The data
analyzed were surveyed by the Hydrographic and Oceanographic Department of Japan since the 1980s. Several
seamounts in the eastern part of the Minami Daito Basin are magnetized in the N70◦W to N80◦W directions
with negative shallow inclinations, whereas ediﬁces of the Kyushu-Palau Ridge have directions of N30◦W with
downward inclinations. The paleolatitude of the Oki-Daito Ridge as a whole is 4.4◦S±11.0◦ and that of the Amami
Plateau and the Daito Ridge, 15.1◦N±4.6◦ and 20.1◦S±8.2◦, respectively. These results are inconsistent with the
proposed clockwise rotation of the West Philippine Sea exceeding 80◦. Furthermore, the results also suggest that
the Oki Daito Ridge was generated in the Southern Hemisphere and then migrated northward. The large shortening
between the Oki-Daito Ridge and the Amami-Daito Ridge regions may suggest the convergence boundary between
them.
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1. Introduction
The magnetic ﬁeld over oceanic seamounts often shows
dipole-type magnetic anomalies. Combining magnetic ﬁeld
anomalies with seamount topographic data, we can derive
a mean magnetization vector producing magnetic anomalies
by inversion techniques. A seamount’s magnetization pro-
vides useful information not only about the paleomagnetic
ﬁeld, but also about the tectonic movement which affected
the seamount’s magnetization. Sea-bottom surveys during
the last several decades show the existence of many topo-
graphic ediﬁces in the West Philippine Sea. However, only a
few studies have addressed seamount magnetism (Vacquier
and Uyeda, 1967; Ueda et al., 1990). As to the origin of
the West Philippine Sea, two conﬂicting frameworks have
been proposed. Uyeda and Ben-Avraham (1972) postulated
that the West Philippine Sea was a part of the Kula plate
trapped as a marginal sea by the change of the Paciﬁc plate
motion at 43 Ma. Their original model was then further re-
vised for the longitudinal location of the subduction at 43
Ma (Matsuda, 1978; Uyeda and McCabe, 1983). On the
other hand, a the back-arc spreading origin has also been
proposed (Karig, 1975; Klein and Kobayashi, 1980; Seno
and Maruyama, 1984). These models assume the rotation of
the whole Philippine Sea in a conﬂicting manner. The former
framework combined with a slab-anchored model postulates
that the proto-Izu-Ogasawara trench was located in nearly its
present geographical arrangement and that the back-arc basin
was produced behind the arc, resulting in counter-clockwise
rotation of the West Philippine Sea. The latter framework
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explains the origin of the Philippine Sea by assuming that
the trench has been retreating seaward during the back-arc
spreading process, which has resulted in clockwise rotation
of the whole Philippine Sea by as much as 90◦.
The succeeding researches into the origin of the West
Philippine Basin incorporated detailed topographic charac-
teristics and paleomagnetic measurements of islands samples
in the marginal area of the Philippine Sea. These studies sug-
gested that the proto-Kyushu-Palau Ridge was arranged in
a nearly E-W direction and then rotated clockwise with the
back arc spreading at the Central Basin Fault before 55 Ma
(Haston and Fuller, 1991; Koyama et al., 1992; Hall et al.,
1995; Deschamps and Lallemand, 2002; Hall, 2002). How-
ever, the origin and development of the northern part of the
West Philippine Basin, characterized by the Amami-Daito
Ridge provinces including Oki-Daito Ridge, is not convinc-
ingly explained.
Although seamount paleomagnetism gives a crude mea-
sure of the paleomagnetic direction, two opposite rotations
of such magnitude should be easily distinguished. This pa-
per presents paleomagnetic information of the ediﬁces in the
Philippine Sea, which are estimated by a direct searching
method for derivation of a magnetization vector from mag-
netic and topographic data.
2. Data
Figure 1 shows a topographic map of part of the Philip-
pine Sea with the numbers indicating the ediﬁces analyzed.
The data sources are based on surveys around Japan carried
out by the HOD (Hydrographic and Oceanographic Depart-
ment of Japan; previously the Hydrographic Department of
Japan). The 2′ × 2′ mesh topographic data supplied from
the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) data
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Fig. 1. Bathymetry and location map of seamounts and ediﬁces analyzed. Contour interval is 500 m. Broken lines indicate the trench axes of the
Nansei-syoto Trench (NST) and Nankai Trough (NKT). Star marks of 445 and 446 mean the DSDP sites. AMP: Amami Plateau, DTR: Daito Ridge,
ODR: Oki Daito Ridge, KPR: Kyusyu Palau Ridge, KDB: Kita Daito Basin, MDB: Minami Daito Basin, ODB: Oki Daito Basin.
were also used for the area when the above survey data were
not available. Magnetic anomaly data were also mainly sur-
veyed by the HOD and augmented by the data in the Marine
Geophysical Data Exchange Format in 1977 (MGD77) sup-
plied by the Japanese Oceanic Data Center (JODC) and the
National Geophysical Data Center of the U.S.A. (NGDC).
The external ﬁeld corrections were carried out by using such
land magnetic stations as the Hatijyo hydrographic observa-
tory (Japan Coast Guard) and the Kanoya and Titijima ob-
servatories (Meteorological Agency). Magnetic anomalies
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Fig. 2. Magnetic anomalies of total force in the West Philippine Sea. Contour interval of magnetic anomaly is 100 nT.
were calculated by subtracting the IGRF (International Ge-
omagnetic Reference Field) 7th generation model from the
observed ones. The sampled data were mapped by GMT
(3.4 version) (Wessel and Smith, 1991) and then any erro-
neous data were subtracted. The reﬁned topographic and
magnetic data were then compiled as 2.5 × 2.5 km mesh
data ﬁles using a GMT algorithm. Topographic and mag-
netic anomaly data covering the target area were extracted
from mother ﬁles and then analyzed by using the method
described in the next section. Figure 2 shows the colored
magnetic anomalies map superimposed on the topographic
contours. This ﬁgure shows that the magnetic lineations pe-
culiar to the oceanic plate are obscured or are hard to recog-
nize in both the Minami Daito Basin (MDB) and in the Kita
Daito Basin (KDB). Instead, they are characterized by the
dipole-magnetic anomalies caused by seamounts. The Daito
Ridge shows large magnetic anomalies with an amplitude of
∼800 nT in the extreme case. The Amami Plateau and the
Oki-Daito Ridge also show remarkable anomalies of ∼500 to
∼700 nT, corresponding the topographic ediﬁces. These fea-
tures may imply that the basaltic to andesitic rocks having a
relatively large magnetization intensity, partly consist of the
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Fig. 3. Flow chart of a correlation analysis of magnetic anomalies for
determination of a magnetization direction.
uplifts of these geological provinces. Magnetic lineations in
the southern part of Fig. 2 are those produced by the spread-
ing at the Central Basin Fault (Mrozowski et al., 1982; Hilde
and Lee, 1984). The topographic and magnetic charts in-
cluding the major part of the present study were compiled
and published by the HOD (Kasuga et al., 1994).
3. Method
Vacquier (1962) developed a method to obtain the mean
magnetization of a seamount by a least square inversion tech-
nique using observed magnetic anomalies and a topographic
model of a seamount. This method were further developed
and applied for many seamounts (Talwani, 1965; Harrison et
al., 1975; Plouff, 1976; McNutt, 1986). The model, assum-
ing that the seamount has a uniform magnetization through-
out the body, often causes a considerable miss-ﬁt between
the observed and calculated anomalies. To assess these re-
sults, a goodness-of-ﬁt ratio (Uyeda and Richards, 1966)
is widely used. Thereafter, Parker (1988) developed a lin-
ear inverse theory in Hilbert space to calculate a magnetiza-
tion model by maximizing the uniform part (usually called
the semi-norm method), and applied to Paciﬁc seamounts
(Hildebrand and Parker, 1987). This method is usuful for
analysis of a non-uniformly magnetized seamount. However,
no distinguishable differences between the usual method and
the semi-norm method are recognizable in practice when the
results have a goodness-of-ﬁt ratio (GFR: the ratio of the
mean absolute observed anomalies against the mean absolute
residuals as deﬁned in Eq. (3)) greater than 2.0 as noticed by
Sager and Pringle (1988).
The present method uses the direct searching algorithm
led by such precision parameters as standard deviations,
GFR, and correlation coefﬁcients, instead of the usual least-
square method. A general concept of the present method is
explained as follows with the ﬂow chart illustrated in Fig. 3.
When the topographic mesh data are given, the magnetic
anomalies caused by the topographic model can be calcu-
lated by Eq. (1).
F(u, v) = 2π J · 1
w






· Hn(u, v) (1)
where, z = 0 is the observed plane, and the topographic
mean depth is D. The positive z axis is vertical down and
those of x and y mean geographically northward and east-
ward, respectively. The topographic relief relative to the
mean depth h(x, y) is measured upward, H(u, v) denotes
the Fourier transform of the nth degree of a relief given
by hn(x, y), and F(u, v) is that of the magnetic anomaly,
u, v are the wavenumbers in x and y directions, and w is
(u2 +v2)1/2, l, m, n are direction cosines of the present mag-
netic ﬁeld, and L , M , N are those of the magnetization vec-
tor, J is magnetization intensity, i is a unit imaginary num-
ber, respectively. This equation can be derived by expanding
Parker’s (1973) equation to the 3D case, as given by Richard
(1995).
The calculated magnetic anomalies (Cal) depend on the
magnetization direction deﬁned by the inclination (Ir ) and
declination (Dr ) angles as well as the external magnetic ﬁeld
direction. By changing the assumed values of Dr and Ir ,
which are programmed to change within the pre-assumed
zones every one-degree interval, several precision parame-
ters, such as standard deviation values (σ ), and goodness-
of-ﬁt-ratios (GFR), correlation coefﬁcients (Cor: Grauch,
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where, Cali, j and Obsi, j are calculated and observed mag-
netic anomalies at the grid of (i , j). N X and NY are the
window size of the target area.
By mapping the values of precision parameters in two-
dimensional coordinates deﬁned by the inclination (Y -axis)
and the declination (X -axis), the best ﬁtting parameters of Dr
and Ir can be estimated from the point giving the maximum
precision parameters (the minimum point corresponds in the




















































Fig. 4. Standard deviations and goodness-of-ﬁt ratios due to the change of assumed declination and inclination angles of magnetization.












Cal2i, j · J0, (5)
where, J0 is an assumed magnetization intensity (Grauch,
1987). The present method is especially useful for rapid
estimation of the magnetization of an ediﬁce in accordance
with the arbitrarily deﬁned reliable criteria without making
polygons for a topographic model.
A result whose GFR is greater than 2.0 is usually adopted
for paleomagnetic considerations (Sager, 1987). In the
present study, a result showing a correlation coefﬁcient larger
than 0.7 is also adopted for further discussions. From the
deﬁnition of GFR, the value of 1.0 means the amplitude of
observed anomalies is nearly equal to those of the residuals.
This shows no improvement for an approximation by cal-
culated anomalies, which may insist that the weight of this
result should be zero. In the opposite case of the perfect
approximation (GFR is inﬁnity), we deﬁne that the weight
should be 1.0. So, in calculation of a statistical mean, the
weight (w) deﬁned by the following equation is used:
w = (1.0 − 1/GFR)n, (6)
where n is an integer. In the present case, n = 2.0 is adopted.
The present method was applied to Makarov Seamounts
(29.5◦N, 153.5◦E) in the western Paciﬁc, which had been
widely analyzed by many researchers using various meth-
ods (Harrison et al., 1975; Sager and Pringle, 1988; Hilde-
brand and Parker, 1987). Figure 4 shows the maps of stan-
dard deviations and goodness-of-ﬁt ratios (GFR) in the axes
of declination and inclination of the magnetization vector.
The most reliable magnetization parameters, giving the least
value of the standard deviation, are summarized in Table
1. The results derived by the present method agree quite
well with those analyzed by a least-square and semi-norm
Table 1. Comparison of the present method with those obtained by the
Talwani and semi-norm method for the Makarov Seamount.
Dr Ir J (A/m) GFR Reference
352.0 1.0 8.05 3.76 ∗1
355.6 2.4 8.40 3.1 ∗2
1.0 6.4 8.4 3.4 ∗2
352.5 −1.5 8.8 16.6 ∗3
∗1: Present method.
∗2: Talwani’s method; Harrison et al. (1975), Vacquier and Uyeda (1967).
∗3: Semi-norm method; Hildebrand and Parker (1987).
method. This is also corroborated by sharp peaks of the cri-
teria shown in Fig. 4. This feature indicates that the present
method is valid for estimating the magnetization vector of a
three-dimensional ediﬁce, as shown by a high COR (0.968)
and GFR (3.76) values.
4. Results and Discussion
(1) Mean Virtual Geomagnetic Pole (VGP) for the
seamounts in the MDB and KPR
The present method was applied to 53 seamounts in the
Philippine Sea and the calculated magnetization vectors and
paleomagnetic pole positions are summarized in Table 2.
The calculated VGP positions are shown in Fig. 5 for the
seamounts in the Minami Daito Basin (a) and the Kyusyu-
Palau Ridge (b), respectively.
The calculated seamount magnetizations have inherent
ambiguities for their origin, because the rocks have rarely
been sampled from seamounts. In the present case, the
rock magnetism of the seamounts analyzed are not available.
The contribution of the secondary magnetization, which was
acquired after the formation of seamounts, has also been
a longstanding problem for the interpretation of seamount
magnetism. However, it is widely accepted that the sec-
ondary magnetization makes only a minor contribution to
the total magnetization in comparison with the thermal one
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Table 2. Magnetizations and paleomagnetic poles of seamounts and ediﬁces calculated in this study.
ID GP Location Paleo-pole Magnetization Criteria Smt Name
Lon Lat Lon Lat J∗1 Dr Ir Lat∗2 corr. GFR σ
1 1 133.07 24.50 28.8 13.2 5.43 288.0 −14.0 −7.1 0.853 2.03 67.5 Kanreki
2 1 133.33 25.00 305.0 76.3 5.07 2.0 22.0 11.4 0.891 2.22 39.9
3 1 133.60 24.50 323.0 77.9 4.11 358.0 24.0 12.6 0.884 2.33 41.9 Koki
4 1 133.66 24.71 263.0 62.6 1.77 21.0 12.0 6.1 0.808 1.68 37.6 Kizyu
5 1 133.78 23.82 26.8 13.0 7.61 289.0 −19.0 −9.8 0.933 2.95 50.9 Mutuki
6 1 134.20 24.78 64.5 27.3 6.00 289.0 47.0 28.2 0.969 4.46 21.8
7 1 134.24 23.60 50.1 5.8 4.32 273.0 15.0 7.6 0.764 1.59 82.5 Kisaragi
8 1 134.27 25.10 81.8 −23.0 3.90 231.0 36.0 20.0 0.925 2.85 27.2
9 1 134.30 24.50 33.4 22.6 2.24 295.0 0.0 0.0 0.636 1.29 57.4 Beizyu
10 1 134.50 23.97 44.3 23.8 4.48 292.0 18.0 9.2 0.918 2.40 30.8 Yayoi
11 1 134.71 23.50 213.9 −11.6 8.85 105.0 10.0 5.0 0.907 2.27 69.6 Satuki
12 1 135.04 23.55 210.5 −4.4 4.75 100.0 22.0 11.4 0.841 1.81 28.7 Minazuki
13 1 135.15 25.80 217.6 59.5 3.27 34.0 44.0 25.8 0.857 2.07 69.9
14 1 135.30 24.50 31.0 18.8 5.82 293.0 −9.0 −4.5 0.761 1.44 59.3 Huro
15 1 135.48 25.50 226.2 19.5 3.63 72.0 15.0 7.6 0.883 2.46 49.4
16 1 135.53 24.96 210.2 −42.1 4.38 134.0 −12.0 −6.1 0.953 3.13 24.8 Nisi-Kosei
17 1 135.60 25.57 221.1 74.7 2.03 17.0 44.0 25.8 0.824 1.76 64.6 Ryusei
18 1 135.68 25.15 188.2 −41.3 2.01 143.0 15.0 7.6 0.823 1.84 53.2 Kosei
19 2 132.00 27.20 291.2 63.8 6.48 9.0 5.0 2.5 0.857 2.23 50.2 Tete
20 2 133.45 27.00 170.8 66.3 2.81 20.0 63.0 44.5 0.870 2.03 30.0
21 2 134.20 26.50 79.5 24.2 1.44 280.0 60.0 40.9 0.550 1.27 41.0 Kotobuki
22 2 134.20 27.10 55.4 5.7 2.47 270.0 24.0 12.6 0.594 1.22 28.9 Satuma
23 3 133.30 29.90 38.1 42.3 6.68 310.0 30.0 16.1 0.699 1.43 134.1 Komahasi-Daini
24 3 133.80 29.20 57.0 45.0 2.74 308.0 48.0 29.0 0.608 1.27 56.5 Tikuzen
25 3 134.27 28.40 113.2 51.8 1.87 332.0 75.0 61.8 0.868 2.22 32.0 Bungo
26 3 134.73 27.89 27.4 28.5 2.45 303.0 −1.0 −0.5 0.730 1.52 56.6 Higo
27 3 135.00 27.27 69.9 23.5 3.02 282.0 51.0 31.7 0.644 1.31 73.7 Osumi
28 3 135.37 26.72 45.5 49.2 3.65 316.0 36.0 20.0 0.925 2.91 63.0 Kita-Koho
29 3 135.80 19.70 21.8 54.6 1.80 328.0 6.0 3.0 0.742 1.53 127.7 Tennosei
30 3 135.85 26.15 15.8 61.2 2.35 335.0 19.0 9.8 0.704 1.37 56.9 Minami-Koho
31 3 136.07 25.10 229.6 68.7 2.22 23.0 39.0 22.0 0.936 2.99 29.5 Higasi-suisei
32 3 136.10 20.40 35.0 66.3 2.30 336.0 27.0 14.3 0.875 2.02 36.5 Oki-no Tori Sima
33 3 136.20 25.57 29.0 64.8 3.21 335.0 30.0 16.1 0.941 2.91 32.6
34 3 136.40 21.30 100.4 73.1 2.00 348.0 54.0 34.5 0.724 1.38 42.2 Mokusei
35 3 136.60 21.80 34.7 60.2 2.21 330.0 25.0 13.1 0.961 3.73 25.6 Kasei
36 4 131.10 28.55 338.4 70.4 6.78 351.0 21.0 10.9 0.887 2.34 81.5 Kikai
37 4 131.70 28.10 295.8 79.5 3.48 3.0 33.0 18.0 0.878 2.18 79.8 Nase
38 4 132.30 28.55 24.1 64.0 3.93 334.0 33.0 18.0 0.980 5.50 22.6 Wan
39 4 132.50 27.60 262.7 56.5 6.07 25.0 8.0 4.0 0.750 1.55 83.0
40 5 131.15 26.00 224.2 31.6 2.84 60.0 21.0 10.9 0.533 1.19 110.8
41 5 132.20 25.65 280.6 72.9 3.98 9.0 21.0 10.9 0.731 1.49 143.8
42 5 133.00 25.35 101.4 86.6 2.94 358.0 47.0 28.2 0.605 1.37 154.2
43 5 133.70 25.47 212.7 61.4 4.41 32.0 46.0 27.4 0.730 1.59 124.4
44 6 135.70 31.50 237.4 56.6 3.16 35.0 36.0 20.0 0.838 1.92 56.1 Kosyu
45 6 136.70 30.20 346.7 58.9 1.82 345.0 5.0 2.5 0.721 1.41 56.4 Daini-Kinan
46 7 131.50 23.40 207.7 −6.9 4.05 102.0 19.0 9.8 0.867 2.22 17.6
47 7 133.72 17.40 49.4 62.4 2.70 331.0 33.0 18.0 0.704 1.50 36.0
48 8 132.05 23.80 274.8 68.3 6.11 13.0 12.0 6.1 0.672 1.33 140.6
49 8 132.90 23.80 311.4 48.8 2.08 1.0 −32.0 −17.4 0.871 2.19 51.7
50 8 134.60 23.00 346.4 56.5 5.60 343.0 −12.0 −6.1 0.709 1.39 99.2
51 8 130.30 23.40 49.4 −19.0 9.38 249.0 1.0 0.5 0.800 1.68 120.1
52 8 132.80 23.50 302.1 79.5 3.34 2.0 25.0 13.1 0.731 1.42 83.4
53 8 133.70 23.05 2.1 64.3 5.40 341.0 10.0 5.0 0.788 1.70 79.6
*1: unit in A/m, *2: Paleo-latitude.
ID: idetiﬁcation number, GP: group number which means the location of seamounts and ediﬁces, 1: Minami Daito Basin; 2: Kita Daito Basin; 3:
Kyusyu-Palau Ridge; 4: Amami Plateau; 5: Daito Ridge; 6: Sikoku Basin; 7: Oki Daito Basin; 8: Northern part of the Oki Daito Ridge; 9: Southern
part of the Oki Daito Ridge.
(Hildebrand and Staudigel, 1986; Sager, 1987). The oppo-
site results, which indicate the signiﬁcant contribution of the
secondary and induced magnetizations to paleomagnetism of
the oceanic rocks, are also presented (Gee et al., 1993; Gee
and Nakanishi, 1995). However, in the present study, the au-
thor accepts the former concept, and then points out the cases
which show the contribution of secondary magnetization for
individual cases.
The VGPs for the seamounts in the Minami-Daito Basin
show two groups, one is relatively close to and the other is
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far apart from the present pole, reﬂecting westerly magne-
tizations. The VGP for the former group is calculated to
be 254.3◦E, 74.3◦N, and the 95% conﬁdence circle (α95)
is 21.3◦, and that of the latter group is calculated to be
36.2◦E, N15.1◦N, with α95 of 15.9◦ respectively. Sager
(1987) showed that induced and viscous magnetizations in
the seamount studies were insigniﬁcant. In contrary to this
conclusion, the VGPs showing the normal epoch insist on the
plausibility of induced or viscous magnetization. The mean
intensity of magnetization for the former group (J = 3.35
A/m±1.19) is considerably smaller than the latter group
(J = 5.89 A/m±1.13). This feature may imply that the
magnetization of the former group may be ascribed to the
induced or viscous remanent magnetization, and the latter
to the thermal remanent magnetization. However, this ex-
planation is not conclusive and should be clariﬁed in future
by sampling rocks from seamounts. The mean VGP for the
seamounts in the Kyusyu-Palau Ridge is also calculated to
be 30.8◦E, 59.8◦N, with α95 = 10.6. This result reﬂects a
westerly deﬂected magnetization with a somewhat shallower
inclination of magnetization.
(2) Tectonic implications of seamount paleomagnetism
The horizontal vectors of the magnetization components
are shown in Fig. 6. From this ﬁgure, it is recognized that
the horizontal vectors of the ediﬁces in the Kyusyu-Palau
Ridge are almost all directed about NW30◦. A mean magne-
tization direction of seamounts showing a westerly magne-
tization direction is Dr = 29.8◦, Ir = 24.0◦, α95 = 15.3◦.
Other remarkable features are the seamounts showing a west-
erly deﬂected declination in the Minami Daito Basin (1, 5, 7,
10, 14), as mentioned in the VGP calculations. The clock-
wise magnetized seamounts (11, 12) have reversed magneti-
zations just for the westerly deﬂected magnetized seamounts,
as shown in VGP map (Fig. 5). The above-paired seamounts
may be interpreted as the bodies formed during the normal
and reverse polarity epochs, respectively.
The VGPs of the seamounts in the Minami Daito Basin
considerably differ from the present North Pole, reﬂecting
the westerly-deﬂected magnetizations. The mean magnetiza-
tion directions are calculated to be Dr = −73◦, Ir = −1.9◦,
α95 = 25.2◦ (smt 1, 5, 7, 10, 14). Basaltic rocks at the DSDP
sites 445 and 446 are determined to have ages of 59 and 57
Ma (Ozima et al., 1983), which suggests volcanic activity
in the Paleocene. On the other hand, the Late Cretaceous
rocks were recovered from the Amami Plateau (Matsuda et
al., 1975). These age data give a lower limit of seamount
activity, because K-Ar dating is affected by recent thermal
alterations. The timing of seamount volcanism may be older
than this dated age, although no concrete age data are avail-
able at present. Regarding this, a comparative investiga-
tion of the VGP may give the information about the age of
these seamounts. The great circles connecting the dot points
shown in Fig. 7 show pole locations when the declinations
of the westerly-deﬂected magnetization vectors are rotated
clockwise in steps of 10 degrees. The corrected poles inter-
sect the mean Paciﬁc plate polar wander path between the
declination values from 340◦ to 350◦, where the correspond-
ing VGP ages are 82 ∼ 88 Ma for (1, 5, 14) and near 72
Ma for (7, 10), respectively. This feature suggests that the




























































Fig. 5. VGP maps for the seamounts in the Minami Daito Basin and those
in the Kytusyu-Palau Ridge. Upper: (a) Minami Daito Basin, Lower: (b)
Kyusyu-Palau Ridge. Open circles (11, 12) mean the negative latitudes.
Mean VGP s derived from seamounts in the Minami Daito Basin grouped
into two groups, One (−105.7◦E, 74.3◦N, θ95 = 21.3) is relatively close
the the present pole and the other (36.2◦E, 15.1◦N, θ95 = 15.9) is far apart
from present pole reﬂecting the westerly deﬂected magnetizations. The
mean VGP for the seamounts in the Kyusyu-Palau Ridge is calculated to
be 30.8◦E, 59.8◦N, θ95 = 10.6.
taceous and have undergone a relative counter-clockwise ro-
tation amounting to ∼60◦ against the Paciﬁc plate.
Other ediﬁces, such as the Amami Plateau and the Daito
Ridge, have magnetization vectors roughly northward. This





Fig. 6. Horizontal projections of magnetization vectors. Results with the correlation value larger than 0.70 are plotted. Black arrow: GFR>2.0, gray


























Fig. 7. Paleomagnetic poles of the seamounts in the Minami Daito Basin. The great circle connecting the dot points is a polar curve when the westerly
deﬂected declination angle is corrected clockwisely in steps of 10 degrees. Mean paleomagnetic poles of 39, 72, 82, and 88 Ma (Sager and Pringle,
1988) and 150 Ma are shown with a suggested Paciﬁc plate polar wander curve (Hildebrand and Parker, 1987).
suggests that the counter-clockwise rotation is not ascribed to
the whole rotation of the Philippine Sea, but to the local rota-
tion restricted in the eastern part of the Minami Daito Basin.
The counter-clockwise rotation of the Kyusyu-Palau Ridge
is about 30◦, which may be caused by back arc spreading of
the Shikoku and Oki-no-Torisima Basin (Parece-Vela Basin).
The seamounts in the Minami Daito Basin, moreover, have
undergone a considerable amount of counter-clockwise ro-
tation, resulting in ∼60◦ in the extreme case. The origin
of the latter may be explained by back arc rifting separat-
ing the Amami Plateau and the Daito Ridge, as proposed by
Tokuyama et al. (1986).
Contrary to the present results, paleomagnetism of the vol-
canic samples on the islands and DSDP cores in the fore-arc
region of the Izu-Mariana arc shows clockwise deﬂected dec-
lination amounting to more than ∼80◦ (Haston and Fuller,
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1991; Keating and Herrero, 1980; Kodama et al., 1983;
Koyama et al., 1992), while, magnetic skewness analyses
suggest two conﬂicting results, one indicating CW roation
about 60 during the Tertiary (Louden, 1977; Shin, 1980), and
the other about 50 CCW rotation (Bowin et al., 1978). One
interpretation of the 70◦∼80◦CCW vector is the reversed and
anti-direction, representing a ∼100◦ clockwise direction in
the normal direction. In fact, the calculated 95% conﬁdence
is large (25.2) and the above interpretation cannot be ex-
cluded statistically. However, taking into account the other
westerly deﬂected seamounts in the Kyusyu-Palau Ridge, the
above interpretation seems to be inconceivable.
Hall et al. (1995) have synthesized the paleomagnetic
records and suggested the rotation history of the Philippine
Sea Plate since the early Eocene, taking into account the pa-
leomagnetic data in the southern part of the Philippine Plate
(40◦CW rotation between 0 and 25 Ma, no signiﬁcant rota-
tion from between 25 and 40 Ma, 50◦CW rotation between
40 and 50 Ma). Their new data in the Lower Eocene sites
have a clock-wisely deﬂected declination amounting ∼90◦.
However, as pointed out by them, the Late Cretaceous rocks
in the Halmahera Island in the southern part of the Philippine
Sea Plate shows a normal direction. Although they attribute
this normal declination to the rotation occurring before the
Early Eocene, it was not included in their model. Besides,
the Oligocene declinations showing ∼90◦ deﬂected decli-
nation, as recovered from the ODP Leg 126 core samples
in the Izu-Bonin forearc region (Koyama et al., 1992), con-
siderably differ from a deﬂection angle predicted by Hall et
al. (1995). As mensioned above, it should be noted that the
present clockwise rotational model does not fully succeed in
explaining the paleomagnetic data. This origin may be as-
cribed to a lack of palaeomagnetic data in the northern and
western Philippine Plate margins, as they pointed out.
The author does not have concrete evidence to explain
the contradiction at present. However, the plausible expla-
nation may ascribe the clockwise deﬂected declination ob-
served in the fore-arc region of the Izu-Mariana island arc,
to the systematic rotation caused by oblique subduction of
the Paciﬁc plate, as suggested by Kodama et al. (1983). Re-
cent paleomagnetic studies on the continental margin of the
South America actually show the occurrence of block ro-
tations caused by oblique subduction (Randall et al., 1996;
Beck, 1998) which may, on the whole, support the block ro-
tational origin of the clockwise deﬂection. Another origin
of the large CW deﬂection angle may be an episodic true po-
lar wandering event and/or the contribution of the non-dipole
component. More intimate discussions about these possibil-
ities are outside the scope of the present paper. However, the
above possibilities should be reviewed in relation to the CW
deﬂection angles of the rock samples in the marginal area of
the Philippine Sea.
(3) Paleolatitude of the Amami and Daito Ridge provinces
Figure 8 shows the relationship between the paleolati-
tudes deduced from the inclination of magnetization vectors
and the geographical latitude of the ediﬁces in the Amami
plateau, Daito Ridge and Oki Daito Ridge. The mean pa-
leolatitudes of these ediﬁces are 15.1◦N±4.6◦, 20.1◦N±8.2◦
and 4.4◦S±11.0◦, respectively. As to the Daito Ridge, the




























Fig. 8. Relation between the calculated paleolatitude and the geographical
latitude of the seamounts located in the Amami Plateau, in the Daito
Ridge, and in the Oki-Daito Ridge are plotted with the mean values and
error bars of standard deviations. The mean paleolatitude of the Oki Daito
Ridge is 4.4◦S±11.0◦, and that of the Daito Ridge and the Amami Plateau
are 20.1◦N±8.2◦ and 15.1◦N±4.6◦, respectively. Open triangles: Amami
Plateat, Open inverted triangles: Daito Ridge. Solid diamonds: Oki Daito
Ridge.
and the other near the present latitude. The former group is
consistent with the paleomagnetism of DSDP core at sites
445 and 446 (Kinoshita, 1980). A magneto-gravity response
analysis of the Daito-Ridge shows the magnetization inclina-
tion close to present geographic latitude (Ueda et al., 2002),
which is consistent with the results of the latter group. This
feature may imply that the magnetization of the Daito Ridge
is partly caused by a viscous or induced magnetization in-
stead of a remanent magnetization, although magnetic prop-
erty of the rocks forming the Daito Ridge should be clar-
iﬁed for a ﬁnal judgment on this matter. As mentioned
above, some ambiguities exist about paleomagnetism of the
Daito Ridge. However, it may be concluded that the Amami
plateau and the Daito Ridge were generated in the Northern
Hemisphere somewhat in a lower latitude than the present lo-
cation. On the other hand, the Oki Daito Ridge were formed
in the Southern Hemisphere near the equatorial region and
then migrated to the present location.
It is should be noticed that these paleolatitudinal data were
not inﬂuenced by tectonic rotations in the horizontal plane,
so the shortening along the meridian still stands for the rela-
tive movement among them. The vertical rotations of these
ediﬁces were assumed to be negligible, because of no reli-
able data to judge the occurrence of these events are avail-
able. The present results insist on considerable shortening
amounting over 1300 km between the Oki Daito Ridge and
the Daito Ridge, as noted from the comparison of paleolat-
itudes. This aspect may indicate that the convergence tec-
tonic boundary had been situated between the Oki Daito
and Daito Ridges during the northward migration of the Oki
Daito Ridge. The above interpretation is in accordance with
a multi-channel seismic proﬁle showing a northward subduc-
tion process south of the Daito Ridge (Honza and Fujioka,
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2004), and may also support the occurrence of back-arc rift-
ing behind the Oki Daito Ridge, as suggested by Tokuyama
et al. (1986).
5. Conclusions
A new method for the estimation of a magnetization vector
from magnetic and topographic data was developed using
correlation analysis in a space domain. This method was
applied to 53 seamounts and ediﬁces in the West Philippine
Sea and the following features have become apparent:
(1) The declinations of magnetization vectors of the ediﬁces
in the Kyusyu-Palau Ridge are deﬂected westerly by ∼30◦.
(2) Several seamounts in the Minami Daito Basin are mag-
netized N70◦W to N80◦W with upward inclinations of about
10◦ and two seamounts have reverse components corre-
sponding to this magnetization vector. These features sug-
gest that the eastern part of the Minami Daito Basin has un-
dergone counter-clockwise rotation of as much as 80◦.
(3) The mean paleolatitude of the Oki Daito Ridge is
4.4◦S±11.0◦, and that of the Daito Ridge and the Amami
Plateau are 20.1◦N±8.2◦ and 15.1◦N±4.6◦, respectively.
This result suggests that the convergence boundary was lo-
cated at the south of the Daito Ridge during the northward
migration of the Oki Daito Ridge.
(4) Paleomagnetism of the seamounts and ediﬁces of the
West Phillipine Sea is not consistent with a clockwise ro-
tational model of the whole of the Philippine Sea, which has
been postulated from the paleomagnetism of volcanic rock
samples and DSDP cores in the Izu-Mariana fore arc region.
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